Dissemination and Impact Report
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1. INTRODUCTION
"MELoDY - MEthods for Learning Disorders in Youth" project was created to share and promote the
most innovative methods at European level and the best school practices in the treatment of
learning disorders for school-age students, facing a risk of dropping out school.
Our project partners have taken a shared responsibility for the promotional activities undertaken
to showcase the work of the project and share our learning.
We will detail below the activites undertaken and the impact outcomes achieved around the
Intellectual Outputs for the project:
IO1 – Comparative Report & Best Practice: (DESINCOOP)
IO2 – Toolkit for Teachers: (SPIR OSLO)
IO3 – E-learning Modules: (CRIA)
IO4 – Report on Toolkit Testing: (IC SPOLTORE with Francisco de Holanda School)
IO5 – Report on Modules Testing: (GEMS NI)
IO6 – MELoDY Charter: (ANTARES)

2. DISSEMINATION
Dissemination is a planned process of providing information on the project results
to target groups and key actors.

When planning dissemination we considered:
The Purpose – why you want to disseminate?
The Message – what you plan to disseminate?
The Target Groups – who you want to reach?
The Ways – how to implement dissemination?
The Timing – when to disseminate?
Each partner undertook a range of deissemination activities throughout the lifespan of the Melody
Project, unfortunately some activities were restricted due to the ongoing coronovirus pandemic
across europe, however, we also identified different methods of sharing our message to help with
the dissemination of the project results.
We developed a recording document (annex A) for partners to complete with the activities they
undertook as part of their dissemination, this simple template allowed us to record the types of
contacts, the range, the numbers engaged and easily makes for accurate recording of
dissemination activities in each partner country.
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3. KEY DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES UNDERTAKEN (summary)

Our colleagues in Norway used facebook/social media accounts to highlight the project across
their networks, a dedicated piece was written for their website and linked to our project website
used zoom telecommunications to highlight the project via an online webinar.
Spir Oslo also indicated that they used email communications to broaden the reach of the Melody
project regularly including in the provision of information directly to linked schools and for
managing the invitations to their multiplier event (hosted on 4/4/2019).

3.1 SUMMARY OF CONTACTS RECORDED (SPIR OSLO)
INTERNET
Approximately 100 people reached using social media and other online activities

EMAIL COMMUNICATION
Approximatley 60 people reached

CONFERENCES, SEMINARS, ROUND TABLES, MEETINGS
Approximately 79 people engaged in activites conducted by Spir Oslo
Spir Oslo engaged approximately 239 people with dissemination activities related to the melody
project.
Due to Covid – 19 they believe the loss of face to face meetings also resulted in a negative impact
on the ability to disseminate further, although the ability to use zoom for meetings was seen as a
positive aspect.

Our colleagues in Italy, Antares, who are also the lead partner, have showcased a huge reach with
regards to the dissemination of the project. They have used ongoing social media postings to
highlight the continued work of the project and have produced newsletters, publications and our
multiplier events to showcase Melody as far and wide as possible.

3.2 SUMMARY OF CONTACTS RECORDED (ANTARES)
INTERNET
Approximately 11,800 people engaged through ongoing social media posts about Melody
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EMAIL COMMUNICATION
Approximatley 530 people engaged using email communications activities throughout the delivery
timeframe for Melody.

CONFERENCES, SEMINARS, ROUND TABLES, MEETINGS
Approximately 1148 people engaged under these activities.

PUBLICATIONS
Approximately 280 people engaged through the use of publications during the lifetime of the
project

Our colleagues in portugal embraced the dissemintation of the project very highly and produced a
very detailed record of activities that supported the original dissemination plan but also undertook
a number of other activities to help spread the Melody message far and wide. Our Portugese
partners also produced an excellent video showcasing their work on the project.

3.3 SUMMARY OF CONTACTS RECORDED (DESINCOOP)
INTERNET
Approximately 70142 associations were made with the facebook/social media and publicity
activities the Desincoop team undertook as part of their dissemination activities.

EMAIL COMMUNICATION
Approximatley 269 organisations and an unkown number of individuals were engaged using email
communicationt tools during the Melody timeframe

CONFERENCES, SEMINARS, ROUND TABLES, MEETINGS
Approximately 147 individuals engaged with the Desincoop team under this heading

PUBLICATIONS
Approximately 500 people engaged with a school newspaper articulating the project and the
planned activities within this. They also undertook opportunities for press releases and updates
periodically throuhgout project delivery. Production of promotional video which was shown at the
final multiplier event in Rome and was very warmly received.
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In Northern Ireland (UK) GEMS NI promoted the project through local and regional links including
NI NEET Strategy Forum which represents over 100 organisations working with young people who
are NEET profile. Furthermore, regular meetings are held with the NI ESF Managing Authority to
share the project’s progress and outcomes. We have also disseminated amongst our colleagues
from local, regional and national agencies as well as partners from various other Erasmus +
partnerships on a European platform. GEMS NI were able to receive a pre-recorded message from
our Minister for Education, Peter Weir MLA. This was very benefical for our project and we were
delighted that he was able to do this for us. In addtion to this the Permanent Secretary for
Education, Mr Mark Browne attende the whole event and offered us sincere congratulations on
the projects work and achievements

3.4 SUMMARY OF CONTACTS RECORDED (GEMS NI)
INTERNET
Approximately 2200+ engagements with external associations across the project lifespan. GEMS
NI developed the melody website and this had 530 hits and engagements. (see below for more
information related to this)

EMAIL COMMUNICATION
Approximately 1150 engagements across the project timeframe

CONFERENCES, SEMINARS, ROUND TABLES, MEETINGS
Approximately 10 events undertaken across the project lifespan with more than 100 individual
involved

Our colleagues in Spain, CRIA, supported the project with numerous activities related to the
promtion and information sharing from Melody. They conducted Webinars, had a very successful
multiplier, face to face, and used internet and email to share information across thier networks.

3.5 SUMMARY OF CONTACTS RECORDED (CRIA)
INTERNET
Unknown numbers of engagements of people as information is shared on CRIA website and is
among a lot more information and content, couldnt identify specific numbers of people engaged
via this method

EMAIL COMMUNICATION
Approximatley 160 individuals engaged with promtional information emails about melody across
the lifespan of the project.
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CONFERENCES, SEMINARS, ROUND TABLES, MEETINGS
36 individuals attended the multiplier event in Barcelona on 16/11/2019, alternate events planned
were affected by the coronovirus pandemic across europe and restricted further reach for the
project by this partner.

4. IMPACT OF DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES OF THE MELODY PROJECT
We set out to achieve the following objectives for the Melody Project regarding dissemination
activities:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

To achieve project visibility
To inform and raise awareness about the project aims and objectives
To engage, motivate, guide and support target groups and stakeholders
To share know-how and experience
To influence policy and practice
To develop new partnerships
To promote cooperation and networking
To make project results sustainable

All of our partners have worked very hard, sometimes against very difficult circumstances due to
Covid-19 to contribute to the aims of our Dissemination Plan. We believe that we have achieved a
lot of good outcomes related to sharing our message and below is a summary of the total
interactions and methods of engagements that the partners delivered:

DISSEMINATION CHANNELS
We identified our main dissemination channels in our original plan and we believe that our most
successful methods of dissemination activity are as follows:

4.1 Melody Project Website https://www.melody-methods.eu
The project website was established early (following our 1st Transnational meeting at Guimares in
December 2019. We have recorded 530 website visits and we have used the website extensively
to update progress throughout the Melody Project journey. Feedback from partners suggest that
the website could be more widely viewed and updated during project delivery, however, due to
some communication issues, impact of covid on orignal plans and an increased focus on
development of an external platform for the project this particular activity could have worked
better for this project and had more of an impact in helping to increase knowledge and awareness.
That being said the website had a professional look and feel to it, in terms of design and met the
objectives set out.

Total users April 18 - March 21
Indicative numbers only as all Apple device’s block trackers (eg Google analytics by default
additionally a lot of people block trackers themselves)
Unique users
530
Sessions
732
English language users
304
Norwegian
72
Italian
51
Portugal
29
7

Netherlands
Spain
Catalan
Germany

9
8
8
6

Acquisition /source of interaction detailed below
Direct
Google
FaceBook
Platform
Bing
Facebook.com
Basecamp
Linked in
School Ed gateway

401
189
31
22
21
16
10
5
3

4.2 Multiplier Events
There were 5 main multiplier events (one per partner) undertaken by the partnerhip that engaged
participants directly (i.e. attended events ) and remotely via zoom. In addition to this our linked
schools IC Spoltore (Italy) and Francisco De Hollanda (Portugal) completed events that engaged
teachers directly and remotely.
We feel that against the backdrop of COVID-19 and the direct impact this had on our ability to
carry out face to face multiplier events that we have achieved an acceptable number of
associations within this area. Ideally we would have loved to have the Belfast and Rome Multiplier
events offline, however, we are very happy with the opportunity to deliver these via zoom
remotely and both events received positive feedback with encouraging attendance numbers.

Multipler Event

Date

Participants Engaged
Direct/indirect

Feedback

Oslo

02/04/2019

60+

Very well received and
successful multiplier

Belfast

11/03/2021

50+

Well attended Zoom
Multilplier event with
video from NI Minister for
Education and excellent
feedback about
presentation from Malone
Integrated College

Rome

29/03/2021

60+

Well attended Zoom
Multiplier Event, all
partners presented
Melody topics and
discussed achievements
and challenges
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Spain

16/11/2019

30+

Well received and
successful multiplier event

IC Splotore

25/03/2021

90+

Excellent multiplier event
hosted by IC splotore via
Zoom

Franciso De
Holanda/Desincoop

19/03/2021

90+

Very well attended zoom
multiplier by our
portugeuse partner

4.2.1 Melody Multiplier Events (Photo’s)
Below are some screengrabs and photos of the events that took place during the lifespan of the
project
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4.3 Melody Project Newsletters
4 project newsletters were produced by the project team across the lifespan of the project. Direct
activities that were impacted with COVID – 19 prevented the content of Newsletters from being as
creative or innovative as would normally be expected but we tried our best to capture the work of
partners and the engagement activites undertaken. All project newsletters are available for
viewing on the project website

4.4 Social Media Dissemination Activities
The partnerhsip reach using social media accounts (facebook/linked In and others) was more than
85,000. This has proven to be a very useful method of sharing information for the Melody Project
with the reach by some partners proving to be excellent.

5. IMPACT SUMMARY
•
•
•
•
•

530 Number of visitors to the project website
85000+ engagements via social network accounts
46 project related events, meetings, seminars
380+ Number of key stakeholders attending the multiplier events
1885+ participants involved in discussions and information sessions
(seminar, workshop, meeting)
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